'bag of masks"
She is not exactly conceited; the process is more subtle than that;
when we say: "I can't hear myself talk", we experience its opposite;
vivacious women can hear themselves talk, and their talk sounds
to them deliriously fascinating; they are even a litde surprised at
liow fascinating, which shows they are not really conceited; one
of the differences between them and the toughs. A vivacious
woman can easily be a nice woman as well, but terribly exhausting
as no one benefits by her vivacity; yet if she were writing down
a list of her own good qualities (in the back of the Week-end
Book) she would begin by allotting herself eleven out of ten for
charm. But the woman with vitality has a gift of life at her
unconscious command, and brings it to you freely, unaware and un-
solicited. This woman has a genuine way of enjoyment, that by trail*
ing vines and purple over the simplest festivity, sounding cymbals
over a mere glass of fruit-juice with a dash of gin in it, makes
entertainment on a gaudier scale perfectly unnecessary when she
is about. You can be sure that this is not put on as an act designed
for the display of a child-like unassuming heart, because of the
dancing gaiety in her face and in her voice. You meet with the
same spontaneous lighting-up to sudden radiance when you go
to her in trouble; naturally you are at first a little disconcerted at
her seeming lack of sympathy ... till you grow to know her well
and understand clearly that heir first delight is uncontrollable that
you should have had this impulse to come to her, proving that she
has something valuable to give; it is not her vanity which is fed,
but rather her humility, which tosses off one draugnt of this ripple
and then, throwing away the glass, is ready for action, ready
whole-heartedly to offer aid.
Being so good a giver, she is inevitably a bad taker, except when
she is offered good company with laughter (this she can whale
like a chorus-girl of the Old School with a case of champagne).
But though she welcomes a present in theory, she fights it when it
appears in substance. I have never really been able to analyse what
is at the root of this reluctance in the life-divers who are bad takers;
it is not that they suffer from awkwardness, from a fear of appearing
ungracious and tongue-tied in thanks; nor is it from a meanness
of spirit that fears to let itself be put under an obligation; nor that
silliness of: "Thank you, I have everything I want"; and it is
unlikely in most cases to be an awful feeling that a friend has made
a sacrifice which she can ill afford, and because of your careless
acceptance, will have to "go without" herself.
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